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Versement de 

 

 

 

Discovering our Footpaths 

155€ per person (1)
 

3 days / 2 nights 
 

 

 
 

Base double room. Single supplement: 20€ per person per night. 
Guide supplement : Contact us 

30% deposit at booking -1 free Driver 
The tourist tax is 1€ per person per night 

Rate valid until 31 December 2019 
 

 

Guided tour of Armagnac storehouses 

 

Walking trail ‘Au rythme de la Baïse’ 
Duration 3h30 

 

Guided tour of the Abbey of Flaran 
Magnificent architectural complex from the 12th century to the 

18th century 

 

Walking trail ‘Flânerie dans Condom’ 
Duration 1h20 

 

Visit of the Armagnac Museum in Condom 
The history of this spirit and its importance in the local life. 

 

 

Visit of the ‘Bleu de Lectoure’ 
With your own tour of the city. 
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Stay schedule 
Day 1 :  Visit of an Armagnac storehouse – Hôtel Continental of Condom 

- Visit of the Castle of Cassaigne (to plan before 17 o’clock) 

- Arrival at the hotel and settling in your room. 

- Welcome aperitif with presentation of the stay : Guidebook “Les pays d’Armagnac à pied” given for the walks. 

- Dinner with aperitif at the restaurant ‘Les Jardins de la Baïse’ : Serge NAVARRO offers you a subtly flavored 

cuisine combining originality and tradition. The shaded and sheltered terrace under its canvas will allow 

you to spend a pleasant moment in the lush garden. 

 
Day  2  :  Walk  ‘Au rythme de la Baïse’ – Abbey of  Flaran 

- Buffet breakfast at the hotel 

- Departure for Valence sur Baïse 

- Walk ‘Au rythme de la Baïse’ (duration : 3h30 not including the visit of the Abbey – 13km) : nature and 
architectural are joined in this route : The Graziac  Lock, the River Baïse, Tauzia Mill, Leberon Castle and Flarambel 
Chapel. For more information you have at your disposal the book “Le pays d'Armagnac” on the page 73, practical 
sheet 30. 

- Visit of the Abbey of Flaran (during the walk) : discover this jewel of medieval art, built in 1151 in the purest Cistercian 
style, as well as its gardens with herbs and medicinal plants. 

- Picnic at the hamlet of Herret (during the walk : picnic zone) 

- Back to the Hôtel Continental 

- Our nonalcoholic cocktail 

- Dinner at the restaurant ‘Les jardins de la Baïse’ 
 

Day  3 : Walk ‘Flânerie dans Condom’ – Armagnac  Museum– La Romieu 

- Buffet breakfast at the hotel 

- Walk ‘Flânerie dans Condom’ (duration 1h20 not including the visit of the museum– 4km) : Located on the St James’s 
Way, you will be charmed by several 18th century hotels. 

- Visit of the Armagnac museum : located in the courtyard of the outbuildings of the former bishopric of the city, the 
museum is organized around several halls: the history, the various sorts of grounds and vines, the harvest and the 
stages of production of this spirit. 

- Lunch at the restaurant ‘Les Jardins de la Baïse’ 

- Visit of the ‘Bleu de Lectoure’, followed by your own tour of the city. Lectoure is a city rich in history. You find the 
cathedral of the 13th century, as well as many hotels which bring together modernity and history. 
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Discovering our trails 
 

 
 

Day 1 : Cassaigne → Condom 
 

- Visit of the castle of Cassaigne Condom 

- Settling at the Hôtel Continental in Condom 
 

Day 2 : Valence-sur-Baïse → Condom  
Guidebook page 73 ‘Le Pays d’Armagnac à pied’ practical sheet n° 30 

 

- Visit of the Abbey of Flaran 

- Picnic at the hamlet of Herret 

- Back to the Hôtel Continental in Condom 
 

Day 3 : Condom → Lectoure 
Guidebook page 61 ‘Le Pays d’Armagnac à pied’ practical sheet n°25 
 

- Walk ‘Flâneries dans Condom’  
- Visit of the Armagnac museum 
- Lunch at the restaurant ‘Les Jardins de la 
Baïse’   

- Visit of the ‘Bleu de Lectoure’ factory 
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Discovering our trails 
 

 
Adresses des différents sites : 

 
 

Château de Cassaigne 
Au Château Village 
32100 Cassaigne 

Tél : 05 62 28 04 02 
 

Abbaye de Flaran 
Flaran 

32310 Valence sur Baïse 
Tél : 05 62 28 50 19 

 
Musée de l’Armagnac 

2 rue Jules Ferry 
32100 Condom 

Tél : 05 62 28 47 17 
 

Collégiale de La Romieu 
Situated at the heart of the village 

 
 

 


